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I N CO N V E R S AT IO N
WITH THE MASTERS

THIS EVENT IS ORGANIZED BY
IFSA AND SFSC ALUMNI,
AND SPONSORED BY
SINGAPORE FENG SHUI CENTRE

IFSA first official gathering is here!
The very first IFSA gathering finally
took place on a bright Saturday night,
9th October 2010 with talks
contributed from the many experts in
metaphysics studies, heaps of activities
set up for free readings and healing, and
not to mention the strong 150 plus
crowd that made it a full house buffet
dinner. Carlsberg also sponsored us
with free premium beers! The event is
held at The Hall (previously known as
Vanda Room) at the Singapore

ASTROLOGY & MYTHIC TAROT
COLIN CHOO

Polytechnic Staff Centre, and it is jointly
organized by IFSA and SFSC, while
sponsored by SFSC. The objective of
the event was primarily to benefit IFSA
and SFSC alumni members from the
networking opportunities, knowledge
given by the generous speakers, free
readings, sumptuous dinner and of
course, rubbing shoulders with the
Grandmasters, Masters and other
experts in metaphysics studies.

REMOTE SPACE CLEARING
DORIS TAN

Some of our honorary guests including
GM Vincent Koh, GM Tan Khoon Yong,
Darren Ng our IFSA President, Mr Tu
Mynt, Mr Lim Peng Han from Singapore
Polytechnic, and Stephen Skinner.
Fabulous night for all, the gathering
went on untill late as the free sessions
of healing, personal reading and
networking continued. The IFSA Activity
Committee Member is readying
themselves for yet another exciting
event next year...

PERSONAL NUMBER PROFILING
CHARIES CHENG

IFSA gathering night aims to foster networking and
knowledge among its members for everyone’s benefit
Mixture of audience were enjoying
themselves that night: some have set up
their own practise and some have not;
some came for business while others
came for fun. However the common
thing between all of the participants was
their passion in Feng Shui and all things
metaphysics. And for that, the organizer
put together a program showcasing
different free talk and booths, courtesy
to generous Masters and practitioners

soon followed him around eagerly off
stage afterwards.
After sumptuous buffet dinner, the
session resumed with GM Tan Khoon
Yong’s brief speech. Next one onstage
was Rowen Ong, one of the upcoming
speaker in the International Feng Shui
Convention 2010 who gave introduction
about runes and symbols used in
everyday’s life that have deep meaning
on them.

The night kicked start at 5pm with GM
VIncent Koh giving short opening
speech, encouraging fellow practitioners
to join and benefit from IFSA as a
professional body to recognize their
practice in Singapore and worldwide.

Last speaker for the night was Brandon
Chua, who gave insight on Xuan Kong
Da Gua’s date selection method with
some case studies presented. He has
been using this method effectively to
enhance the effectiveness of Feng Shui
Ong Pang Siew was the first speaker to and destiny reading.
talk about Prana, an effective healing The night was still young at 8.30pm
method using Qi. He did a convincing when the MC Anita Zou closed the free
demonstration live on stage that many talks sessions, as people still happily
people queued up for free healing wandered about afterwards to network
sessions afterwards!
and enjoy the booths with free services
Khor Tong Nee, a veteran expert in
palmistry came on stage next by
explaining some basic facts about Palm
Reading and seven basic palm types.
Many were interested in this topic and

such as tarot reading, space clearing and
numerology. Thanks to all the speakers
and participant for a successful event,
see you again at IFSC 2010 at Resort
World Sentosa, 20-21 November 2010!

THE MASTERS

O N G PA N G S I E W
“HEALTH IN YOUR HANDS”

KHOR TONG NEE
“PALMISTRY”

Right:
Master Khor Tong Nee
entertaining the
audience off stage
Below:
The pranic free healing
session is never on
empty seats

ROWEN ONG
“RUNES”

BRANDON C HUA
“XKDG DATE SELECTION”

S N A P S H OT S
The audience is eagerly listening to the speakers onstage
Pranic Healing demonstration onstage

IFSA Activity Committee Members
with GM Vincent Koh and Ms Nancy Ng
Master Khor Tong Nee on palmistry

GM Tan Khoon Yong is always a crowd puller

Anyone not a practitioner yet, please stand up...
This event is exclusive to members of IFSA and SFSC
alumni with their guests. IFSA is a non profit organization
as an umbrella to Feng Shui practitioners around the globe
to grow and harness their skills while set up the standard
of practice and professionalism of the profession.
IFSA is holding the 7th International Feng Shui Convention
on the 21- 22 November 2010 at Resort World Sentosa.
All are welcome to listen to our experts on

“Feng Shui Secrets - Revealed”

